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The Florida Department of Law Enforcement prepared this brief in response to a
Pastebin.com post regarding the hacktivist collective Anonymous’ operation to disrupt law
enforcement call centers on March 21, 2015. Anonymous intends to bring awareness to
alleged corruption within child protective service related agencies through this effort. The
organization also calls upon hackers to exploit vulnerabilities found on child protective
services related websites from February 10, 2015 until March 11, 2015 to bring visibility to
their cause.
The post outlines plans to conduct a Telephonic Denial of Service (TDoS) attack on the
Federal Bureau of Investigation’s (FBI) public phone number and calls for additional attacks
on state law enforcement agencies.
The stated goal is to inundate the FBI’s phone lines severely enough to bring media attention
to their cause. The organization plans to release a prepared article once the attack is
successful.
Once the TDoS against the FBI call center succeeds, the group urges callers to target
additional “state BIs.” The abbreviation may refer to Bureaus of Investigation. The attackers
may treat additional law enforcement agencies as secondary targets.
The original post (*hxxp://pastebin.com/rN3tpp37) is below for your agency’s review:
#OpExposeCPS #OpDeathEaters #OpCPS #OpPedoHunters #PedoHunters #CPS
#ChildServices #DeleteTheElite #Anonymous #Anon #Anonymiss #ExpectUs
Subject: Phone DDOS of FBI call centers.
Date: 3/21/15
Time: All DAY
Target: (202) 324-3000
2ndary Target List: *hxxp://www.fbi.gov/contact-us
Original Paste:
*hxxps://www.zerobin.net/?aad9a541d2f7bb1a#jiZK3BfpBM9eHN61oCK0bZ+0xm0
aXJy/Y2SMnWQfSGU=
Greetings World, We are G-Force Family, The Anonymous Resistance Movement,
Anonymous Arkansas, Million Mask March LA, Firestarters, & Op Earth Spring.
There is no need to present any evidence here against the elite, royals families,
government organizations, and most specifically those who are suppose to
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protect children. If you are reading this message you most likely are fully aware so
I shall just cut to the chase.
On March the 21st we are asking that we all join together and flood the national
FBI call center with calls reporting child services as a child sex trafficking ring, or
their crimes in getting paid to get kids into the system. Just pick something
specific and call. Tell them about the evidence you know of. **BE SUPER
FUCKING SERIOUS.** Do not call mad, do not make it a joke, be as serious as a
heart attack. Do not let them bullshit with you or deny it demand an investigation
into it and demand it start that day! Keep them on the phone as long as you can.
Make them hang up on you. The goal is to tie up the call center completely. When
you call in you will be put to a menu to filter calls to different departments. Hit
them all! Jam up everything so anyone else calling in gets a busy signal. Once the
national call center is locked down those getting busy signals can move onto
state BIs

The goal here is for this to have to make the news it is so big. So that something
has to be said to the public about why the FBI call centers were jammed up all
day. At the same time we have tons of news sites to release an article about it on.
So the word will get out about the real reason why. Thus spreading even further
awareness to the public of the issue. And who knows maybe eventually some one
will get one FBI officer who is just like you know what I am going to see if there is
anything to this and blow the whole thing up. Although we highly doubt it the
entire FBI seems to be riddled with corruption all the way to the call center, as I
have personally dealt with them a lot.
At the same time we would also like hackers to deface any child services website
with a vulnerability in it with messages and evidence of their crimes. We are
asking this be done from now until 3-11 to help spread awareness leading up to
the call in event. We would also ask that any deface leave a link to this paste, or
any of its mirrors.

A few links to help you with talking points for the call
*hxxps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zKKkVrLpzc
*hxxps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0OiNdj2aP4
*hxxps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVaOzM6tVNc
Original Paste:
*hxxps://www.zerobin.net/?aad9a541d2f7bb1a#jiZK3BfpBM9eHN61oCK0bZ+0xm0
aXJy/Y2SMnWQfSGU=
Facebook Event Page: *hxxps://www.facebook.com/events/640635849381607/

*Links intentionally disabled*
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This product addresses DHS HSEC #1
If you would like more information about this brief or if you have information to contribute, please contact the Florida
Department of Law Enforcement at (850) 410-7645.
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